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TBDJ welcomes our guests from “Torah-Box”: Rav Israel-Meir Cremisi, Binyamin Benhamou, Rav Shimon Gobert, Rav Nissim Haddad

Shabbat, June 22 / 19 Sivan 5779

Friday, June 21
6:30pm Mincha and Kabbalat Shabbat - MinyaneSepharade
6:45pm Mincha and Kabbalat Shabbat - Main Sanctuary
8:28pm Candle Lighting

Shabbat, June 22 / 19 Sivan 5779
8:00am Shacharit - Hashkama Minyan
8:30am Shacharit - MinyaneSepharade
8:40am Rabbi’s Chumash Shiur
9:00am Shacharit - Main Sanctuary
9:01am Sof Zman K’riyat Shma
9:30am Youth Minyan
10:00am “Kef Club” Shabbat Programs
For kids in Nursery to Grade Six
7:00pm Daf Yomi
7:50pm Shiur with Rav Shimon Krasner
The 24 books of Tanach - how well do we really need to know them?
8:20pm Mincha and Seudah Shlesheet
9:45pm Havdala

Community News

• Mazel Tov to Yakov & Sivan Lev and their families on the engagement of their daughter Chanel to Michael Cohen.

• Tzeitchem L’Shalom and Hatzlacha Rabah to Shira & Corey Miller and their children Nadav, Maytal, Eliana and Ayelet who are moving to Boston for one year where Corey will be doing a GI fellowship at Beth Israel Hospital.

• Kol Hakavod to Brenda Gewurz on being honoured by the Bronfman Jewish Education Centre with a 2019 Jewish Leadership Recognition Award for her many years of commitment to the Centre which “have allowed our community to serve our children, help them to understand who they are and of what they are a part, and prepare them for a future as Jewish leaders.”

• Condolences to Brian & Michele Cale and their families on the loss of Brian's beloved father Leon Cale z”l who passed away on Friday, June 14. Shiva continues until midday on Friday, June 21 at 713 Cote Sainte-Catherine in Outremont; Shacharit at 7:00am.

• Condolences to Earl & Lessy Kimmel and their families on the loss of Earl’s beloved sister Miriam Kimmel Shoshan z”l who passed away on Shabbat, June 15. Shiva continues until the morning of Monday, June 24 in Suite 1103 at 6795 Korczak Crescent, Cote St. Luc, H4W 2W7; 2:00pm-4:00pm and 7:00pm-9:00pm daily; Shacharit at 8:00am, Mincha / Maariv at 8:30pm.

• Condolences to Bill & Sandy Silverman and their families on the loss of Bill’s beloved sister Marilyn Silverman z”l who passed away on Tuesday, June 18. Shiva continues until Tuesday, June 25 in Suite 10E at 6300 Northcrest Place, Montreal, H3S 2W4; 2:00pm-4:00pm on Friday; 2:00pm-4:00pm and 7:00pm-9:00pm on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

• Refua Shleima to Joseph Donath - Yosef Yitzchak Yehudah ben Chana Sarah.

Sponsorships and Thank Yous

• This Shabbat Bulletin is sponsored by Eileen & Imre Erdos in memory of Imre’s beloved mother Eva Kupferstein Erdos (Yachad bat Elchanan z”l – Sivan 21.)

Mazal Tov to our 5779 Bnot Mitzvah!
Zahavit Bacher Spitzer, daughter of Carrie Bacher and of Avi Spitzer
Friderika Cale, daughter of Michele & Brian Cale
Sophie Cobrin, daughter of Karen & Mitchell Cobrin
Raphaela Krief, daughter of Michaela & Guilad Krief
Ella Lieberman, daughter of Chaya & Lorne Lieberman
Gabriella Orzech, daughter of Yael & Josh Orzech
Janie Punski, daughter of Isabelle & Morris Punski

Please note that the TBDJ Office is closed on Monday, June 24.

Kollel Torah MiTzion & TBDJ Shacharit Minyan for Students
9:15am at TBDJ!
Friday, June 21 - Friday, June 28 inclusive
Upcoming Special Programs and Events
• Shabbat, July 6: Special Guest Ari Abramowitz
• Sunday, July 21: Taanit Shiva Asar B’Tammuz
• Sunday, August 11: Tisha B’Av

Weekly Classes and Programs
• Daf Yomi in the Library
  Sundays at 7:15am, Monday to Friday at 6:15am and 8:00am
• Rabbi Freundlich’s Gemara Shiurim
  Wednesdays at 6:15am, Thursdays at 7:40pm
• Rabbi Freundlich’s “Parsha of the Week” Class - Wed. at 12:15pm
• Brunch and Bridge - CANCELLED ON MONDAY, JUNE 24
  Mondays 11:30am – 3:30pm / $14 cash at the door.
  Email lschmaltzbridge@gmail.com to reserve or cancel.

To provide improved services to our community, TBDJ’s Chesed Group is proud to launch a new weekly email service: **The Friendly Neighbour List**. This weekly email will include:

a) A Bikur Cholim list informing you of members (and their direct family) in need of a refuah shleima,

b) A Shiva list, with information on hours and minyanim

c) A visitation list, with people who’d welcome a visit or call

Would you like to receive this weekly email and participate in our collective efforts? If yes, please email chesed@tbdj.org and ask to be added to the list.

Please also help us maintain the list:
If you have a family member who is ill, or hear of a TBDJ member who is not well, please send details to either chesed@tbdj.org or to Rabbi Freundlich. We will always verify the family’s desire to have this information shared prior to doing so.

Please do the same with any information on how we can help one another in other ways.

We pray for a *refuah shleima* for all those in need, and hope to inspire our community to help via *bikur cholim* and providing assistance however possible.

This email service will be available for sponsorship on a monthly basis. A dedication message will accompany each email sent. If you are interested in sponsoring an upcoming month, please contact director@tbdj.org.

---

DESTINATION JUDEA

**WHY JUDEA IS THE FUTURE OF ISRAEL**

**MARK YOUR CALENDARS**

ON SHABBAT PARSHAT KORACH JULY 5-6, 2019

TBDJ WELCOMES

RABBI
ARI ABRAMOWITZ